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Interesting Facts 

• human brain is 2% of 
total body mass but 
consumes 20% of 
total energy, most to 
support ongoing 
neuronal signaling 

• task driven neuronal 
metabolism is 
relatively small, <5%, 
compared to resting- 
state consumption 
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Background/Rationale 

• Brain is very active even w/o external stimulus. (resting-state fMRI 
acquisition: eyes closed but remain awake; 10-15 minutes) 

• With BOLD signal, at rest, fcMRI time series (< 0.1 Hz) reflects 
spontaneous neuronal activity, which shows strong coherence both in 
resting state and during a visual stimulation; connectivity is consistent 

• fcMRI is widely used to study brain networks that exhibit correlation 
(both positive and negative), identified brain network during resting 
state is called resting-state networks (RSNs) 

• Run structure, temporal or spatial resolution only slightly affects fcMRI 

• Connectivity result is consistent within and among healthy subjects 
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Spontaneous BOLD signal 

• Resting State signal was viewed as “noise” in task-oriented studies, it 
was subtracted or averaged out through various techniques 

• It is not random noise, but structurally and reliably organized 
• Not a direct measure of neuronal activity, but reflects de-

oxyhaemoglobin  concentration (blood flow, volume and metabolism) 
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Clinical Applications 

• A potential diagnostic tool to detect neurological and psychiatric disorder 
via strength of correction or when it changes or absent 
– correlation disturbances of resting state signal can imply pathological states 

like Alzheimer’s, depression, schizophrenia, autism, epilepsy... 

– Correlation changes can indicate brain maturation, altered states of 
consciousness, measure of development, pharmacological manipulation or 
anesthesia 

• Presurgical planning  
– To replace more invasive pre-surgical mapping 

– To allow pre-surgical mapping while subjects are at rest or slightly medicated 

– To maximize the size of tumor removal or brain tissue resection while 
minimizing the harm to language function in eloquent cortex. 
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Clinical Implication 
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Low-frequency Spontaneous Fluctuations in BOLD signal 
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MRI techniques  
for invasive brain connectivity mapping 

• In the past, majority are inferences from invasive tracing 
techniques of non-human primates and postmortem in humans 
(limited to connections spanning in short distances) 

• Noninvasive fMRI has become popular and mainstay 
• Noninvasive mapping using MRI techniques include: 

– Methods based on functional correlations like fcMRI 
1. Earlier approaches were on stimulus-evoked 
2. In 1995, Biswal et al., observed intrinsic, passive activities while subjects at rest 

– diffusion-based methods like diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) 
– High angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) 
– Distant effect based measurement like neural stimulation 
– They all present strength and shortcomings in the technique/methods 
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Overall Interests and Concerns 

• Physiological noise; particularly the variation over time in breathing rate 
( ~0.03Hz);  filter can’t remove (or completely) 

• Interest in negative correlation is emerging 
– Robust only if whole-brain signal regression is applied 

– The most compelling proof for antagonistic relationships 

– To under the neurophysiological origins outside BOLD 

• Graph Theory – hub of the connection, not just strength (see next slide) 

• Imaging Acquisition techniques are reliable and better understood now 

• Pre-processing is important and so is post-processing for trade-off 

• Acquisition parameters can affect results, but only slightly 

• Two major networks – default network and dorsal attention system 
– Each has multi, bilateral regions; show both pos and neg correction 
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Graph Theory – 
emerging research 
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• Position – likely will 
mischaracterize brain 
network structure and 
function if graph theory 
is not considered 

• Focus on analysis of rs-
fcMRI corrections 

• Goal – to quantify the 
existence and strength 
of functional 
relationships between 
regions, the hub 

 



Imaging limitations and Opportunities 

• Even more rapid acquisition of large-scale data set 

• Resolution limit of imaging tool constraint brain network 
analysis to nodes only above the millimeter scale 

• Need to accurately identify boundaries on each unique 
region, based on patterns of connectivity or clustering 

• Not just imaging, but visualization methods: from pairwise 
relations to understand the brain at large-scale complexity 

• Simulation and/or image-guide navigation using already 
collected fMRI data (see next slide for example) 
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Image-guided navigation with already collected fMRI data 
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